
iPhone/iPad Apps for AAC

App Price $AUD iPhone/

iPod

touch

iPad* Symbol

System

Pre-programmed

pages and

customisation

Voice

Output/

Speech

My

Rating

Apps with Symbols/Pictures only

AACSpeechBuddy

 

 

$53.99 Y Y Small range of

custom

symbols and

photos.

Images can

be loaded to

Desktop

Speech Buddy

and used in

the App.

To be used in

conjunction with the free

Desktop Speech Buddy

application from

www.aacspeech.com 

. The desktop

application lets you

create custom PECS

vocabulary sets, which

can then be loaded by

the App. User has

control over types of

sentence starters and

vocabulary. Some

Speech Sets are

provided as

examples/starters with

the App. A message

window at the bottom

allows user to string

icons together to speak.

6 different

synthesized

voices,

chosen

when

creating the

Speech Set

in Desktop

Speech

Buddy

★

Alexicom AAC  Free 

Subscription

Y Y Small range of

clip art and

can import

This is an App which

allows you to use

pages created by the

A range of

AT&T and

Microsoft

★

Local
T: (07) 3808 6833
F: (07) 3808 6108
E: mail@spectronicsinoz.com

International
T: +61 7 3808 6833
F: +61 7 3808 6108
W: w w w .spectronicsinoz.com

PO BOX 88
Rochedale
Q 4123
AUSTRALIA

A.B.N. 15 011 046 585 Inclusive Learning Technologies PTY LTD
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to Alexicom

online

USD$40 per

month

your own

images.

Alexicom online AAC

program. Pages can be

used online, offline

(once created) or in this

App. A very small

number of demo pages

are provided, but

generally all

programming needs to

be done by the end

user’s support team. A

message window

allows the user to string

words together to

speak.

voices.

Speech is

prepared in

the online

system.

Answers:YesNo $1.19 Y None. This App comes with a

two button page, with

Yes and No on it.

Custom two cell pages

can also be made for

quick choice making,

but not saved. Cells on

the custom pages have

text on them, and

different coloured

backgrounds.

Five voices

for the

Yes/No page

– male,

female,

cartoon, girl

and boy.

Record your

own speech

for custom

pages.

★

Answers:YesNo

HD  

$2.49 Y None. This App comes with a

two button page, with

Yes and No on it.

Custom two cell pages

can also be made for

quick choice making,

but not saved. Cells on

the custom pages have

text on them, and

different coloured

backgrounds.

Five voices

for the

Yes/No page

– male,

female,

cartoon, girl

and boy.

Record your

own speech

for custom

pages.

★

Expressive  

 

$42.99 Y Y Range of

custom

symbols/clip

art and can

import your

own images.

Very simple to use App

for creating a multi-level

communication system.

A few example pages

are provided but

generally all

programming needs to

be done by the end

user’s support team. A

message window

allows the user to

strong together words

Male and

Female

synthesised

speech for

the included

symbols.

Recorded

speech can

be added to

your

imported

images.

★★
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to speak.

Grace  $45.99 Y Y Small range of

custom

symbols. Can

import your

own images.

Designed to replicate

PECS. Has a limited

number of sentence

starters, which cannot

be added to. Vocabulary

is organized in

categories, and the pre-

existing categories

cannot be added to or

modified. A strip allows

you to construct some

limited sentences 

Text cannot be added to

your custom vocabulary

items.

No speech. ★

iAssist

Communicator  

$36.99 Y Small number

of pre-

installed

images and

photos. Can

import your

own images.

Vocabulary is stored

under categories such

as “Art” or “Good

Manners”. There is very

little structure to

facilitate a conversation,

with some categories

containing mostly

nouns, and many

buttons have full

phrases. There is no

message window for

sentence construction.

Categories can be

added and existing

content can be edited.

Recorded

speech –

either use

the pre-

existing

speech or

record your

own.

★

iBlisssymbols  

$22.99 Y  Over 4000

Blisssymbols.

Can import

your own

images.

In design mode, a table

can be created with

Blissymbols. The

names of symbols and

the background colour

can be customised â€"

and charts can then be

emailed to a computer

for future editing or

printing or use. In user

mode, the user can

construct sentences

using the tables already

created.

No speech. ★

iComm  Free without

speech;

$9.99 for

Y Import your

own images.

Small number

Organised in categories

such as basic needs,

activities with a few

Record your

own speech

in upgraded

★★
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upgrade to

audio

of clip art and

symbols

included.

items pre-programmed

under some categories.

Can customize the

categories and there

are a few blank to add

your own. 4 or 2 cells on

each screen. No

message window for

sentence construction.

version

iCommunicate  $42.99 Y Symbolstix 

from

News2You

and photos.

User can add

their own

images.

Vocabulary is displayed

in list view. You can add

or delete items and type

in your own text for

added items.

Vocabulary can also be

displayed in a

sequence and used as

a storyboard or visual

schedule. No message

window for sentence

construction. Since the

addition of SymbolStix

the vocabulary list is

very long –

categorization is

promised in a future

update. This is a very

strong App for

producing visual

supports e.g.

storyboards and

schedules, but more

limited as a

communication App.

Recorded

speech.

★

iCommunicate for

iPad  

$59.99 Y Symbolstix 

from

News2You

and photos.

User can add

their own

images.

Vocabulary is displayed

in list view. You can add

or delete items and type

in your own text for

added items.

Vocabulary can also be

displayed in a

sequence and used as

a storyboard or visual

schedule. No message

window for sentence

construction. Since the

addition of SymbolStix

the vocabulary list is

very long –

categorization is

promised in a future

update. This is a very

Recorded

speech

★
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strong App for

producing visual

supports e.g.

storyboards and

schedules, but more

limited as a

communication App.

iConverse –

Assisted

Communication 

$12.99 Y Clip Art. Can

import your

own images.

Home page with 6

buttons “I need the

bathroom”, “I need a

break”, “I feel sick” etc

and then you can create

your own buttons. No

message window for

sentence construction.

Synthesised

speech in

male and

female

voices

★

iPACS  $12.99 Y Need to

import all your

own images.

Interface is a blank

communication book

with coloured tabs. No

pre-programmed

pages.

Recorded

speech or

low quality

synthesised

speech.

★

Look2Learn –

AAC  

$29.99 Y Photos. Can

add your own

images.

An “I want” symbol (boy

or girl) is followed by a

number of photographs

or categories for

requesting items. You

can add your own items

to be requested and

delete pre-existing

items. No message

window or way to

construct sentences

except by starting with “I

want”.

Recorded

speech, boy,

girl, male or

female.

Record your

own speech

for new

items or

record over

existing

items.

★

My Choice Board 

 

$12.99 Y Limited

number of

photos

provided. Can

add your own

images.

Designed to allow the

user to select one of 6

choices. Choice boards

can be constructed for a

number of situations.

Each choice page has a

template with “I want” at

the top and then the

choice options below.

When a choice is

selected, it appears in a

blank area at the top,

and if the user selects it

again it will fill the whole

screen.

Recorded

speech.

★
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SmallTalk

Aphasia – Female

 

 

Free Y Clip art and

some photos.

A list of basic phrases

and some nouns.

Cannot be customized

for the end user.

Includes some videos

for end user to practice

speech. No message

window for sentence

construction.

Recorded

speech.

★

SmallTalk

Aphasia – Male  

 

Free Y Clip art and

some photos.

A list of basic phrases

and some nouns.

Cannot be customized

for the end user.

Includes some videos

for end user to practice

speech. No message

window for sentence

construction.

Recorded

speech

★

SmallTalk

Conversational

Phrases  

$1.19 Y Clip art and

some photos.

A list of basic

conversational phrases

presented in list form –

generally appropriate

for an adult with

acquired aphasia.

Phrases can be re-

ordered or removed, but

not added to. No

message window for

sentence construction.

Recorded

speech –

choice of

male and

female

voices

★

SmallTalk Daily

Activities  

$1.19 Y Clip art and

some photos.

A list of basic phrases

for activities of daily

living presented in list

form – generally

appropriate for an adult

with aphasia. Phrases

can be re-ordered or

removed, but not added

to. No message

window for sentence

construction.

Recorded

speech –

choice of

male and

female

voices

★

SmallTalk

Dysphagia  

$1.19 Y Clip art and

some photos.

A list of basic phrases

and some nouns for

someone who has

dysphagia presented in

list order – generally

appropriate for an adult

Recorded

speech –

choice of

male and

female

voices.

★
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with acquired

dysphagia. Phrases

can be re-ordered or

removed, but not added

to. Includes some

videos for end user to

practice good

swallowing. No

message window for

sentence construction.

SmallTalk

Intensive Care  

$1.19 Y Clip art and

some photos

A list of basic phrases

accompanied by

pictures for someone in

ICU/hospital. Phrases

can be re-ordered or

removed, but not added

to. No message

window for sentence

construction.

Recorded

speech –

choice of

male and

female

voices.

★

SmallTalk Pain

Scale  

$1.19 Y Clip art and

some photos

A list words

accompanied by

pictures for someone to

discuss the level of their

pain, type of pain and

which body part it is

located in. Words can

be re-ordered or

removed, but not added

to. No message

window for sentence

construction.

Recorded

speech –

choice of

male and

female

voices.

★

Sounding Board $59.99 Y Has built-in

AbleNet

symbol library

with hundreds

of symbols.

Can also

import

images.

Provides 1 cell, 2 cell, 3

cell, 4 cell, 6 cell and 9

cell templates which

can be used to create

“boards”. Boards can

be linked to each other

to create a multilevel

communication system.

A small number of

situation specific

communication boards

provided. Very easy to

use. And 2 switch visual

scanning included for

the boards and board

selection list.

Recorded

speech.

★★★
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Speaking Images 

 

 

$1.19 Y Clip art. Vocabulary arranged in

categories and then in

list view. Cannot be

customized by the end

user. No message

window for sentence

construction.

Synthesised

speech

★

Spubble Lite 

Free Y  Custom icon

set of 150.

Category based

communication App.

Message window

allows the user to

construct sentences.

Icons are dragged up

into the message

window to become part

of a sentence – or can

be tapped on to be

spoken immediately.

Synthesised

speech ★

Talk4Me  

 

$1.19 Y Y User needs to

import their

own images.

Vocabulary arranged in

categories and then as

small tiles with image

only – no text. Once an

image is selected, the

user needs to navigate

back out of it again. No

message window for

sentence construction.

Recorded

speech

★

Tap to Talk  Free; Tap to

Talk

Designer

$99.95 USD

per annum

Y Y 2000 custom

symbols. Can

import your

own images.

Comes with a starter

album with categories

“go, play, hungry, drink,

emotion, bathroom”.

Can make your own

albums online with Tap

to Talk Designer.

Version for Nintendo DS

is also available. No

message window for

sentence construction.

Pre-recorded

speech in

starter

album.

Record your

own speech

in Tap to

Talk

Designer.

★★

TapSpeak Button 

 

 

$12.99 Y None. Can

change switch

colour.

Turns your iPhone/iPod

Touch into a single

message

communication

device/switch. Allows

the user to record a

number of messages

and store them – which

can then be pulled up

again later. Has an

option of tap feedback

Recorded

speech

★★★
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when the “switch” is

pressed.

TapSpeak Button

for iPad  

 

$12.99 Y None. Can

change switch

colour.

Turns your iPad into a

single message

communication

device/switch. Allows

the user to record a

number of messages

and store them – which

can then be pulled up

again later. Has an

option of tap feedback

when the “switch” is

pressed

Recorded

speech

★★★

TapSpeak

Sequence for

iPad  

 

$36.99 and 

US$24.99

for PCS

Y Can set

different

switch colours

and shapes or

import images

for each item

in a

sequence.

PCS symbols

from

Boardmaker

now also

available as

an in-App

purchase for

an additional

cost.

Turns your iPad into a

sequenced single

message

communication

device/switch. Allows

the user to record a

number of sequences

and store them – which

can then be pulled up

again later. Can change

how long the “switch”

needs to be pressed

before it activates.

Recorded

speech.

★★★
with a

bullet!

TapSpeak Choice

for iPad  

 

$119.99 Y PCS symbols

from

Boardmaker

or use your

own images.

Offers users the option

of building a series of

single communication

boards – linked to each

other through a central

menu which needs to

be operated by a

communication partner.

Users need to create a

library with vocabulary in

it – and then select

items from the library to

be added to a page.

Can have between 1

and 56 cells per board.

No message window

for users to construct a

sentence. Inbuilt

Recorded

speech.

★★
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scanning using either

the iPad screen as the

switch – or the iPad

Switch Interface . 1

switch, 2 switch and

auditory scanning

options.

Verbal Victor  $8.99 Y User needs to

import their

own images.

Vocabulary is arranged

in 2, 4 or 6 cells. As

buttons are added, they

are simply added to the

final page. User has to

move through all pages

to find a required

vocabulary item, as

there is no vocabulary

organization structure.

No message window

for sentence

construction.

Recorded

speech.

★

Yes/No Bilingual $2.49 Y None 2 cells with Yes and No.

User can choose

between English and

Spanish.

Male or

Female

recorded

speech.

★

Voice4U  $36.99 Y 130 custom

symbols. User

can import

their own

images.

Vocabulary is organized

in a list view. Vocabulary

can be organized in

categories,

alphabetically, in

recency or in “popular”

order. User can add an

unlimited number of

vocabulary items using

their own photos and

recording their own

speech. No message

window for sentence

construction.

Recorded

speech.

★

App Price $AUD iPhone/

iPod

touch

iPad* Symbol

System

Pre-programmed

pages and

customisation

Voice

Output/

Speech

My

Rating

Apps with Symbols and Text-to-Speech

AutoVerbal

GirlTalk  

$5.99 Y Y A range of clip

art and words

as buttons.

Can customize what

some buttons “say” but

cannot add your own

Female

synthesized

speech

★★
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buttons. Word/phrases

do not go into the

message window. Has

a message window

with a pop up keyboard

for typing your own text

to be converted to

speech.

AutoVerbal

GuyTalk  

$5.99 Y Y A range of clip

art and words

as buttons.

Can customize what

some buttons “say” but

cannot add your own

buttons. Word/phrases

do not go into the

message window. Has

a message window

with a pop up keyboard

for typing your own text

to be converted to

speech.

Male

synthesized

speech

★★

Autoverbal

Talking

Soundboard PRO 

 

$12.99 Y Y A range of clip

art and words

as buttons.

Can customize what

some buttons “say” but

cannot add your own

buttons. Word/phrases

do not go into the

message window. Has

a message window

with a pop up keyboard

for typing your own text

to be converted to

speech.

Male or

female

synthesized

speech

★★

I Can Speak  $36.99 Y Clip art and

some photos.

Has a very interesting

layout based around

core vocabulary.

Unfortunately, the

limited range of

symbols and lack of

ability to customize, let

down what could be a

really fabulous option.

It’s still worth

investigating though for

people with good

literacy – and as well as

selecting whole words

the user can type into

the message window

directly with the

keyboard.

Male

synthesized

voice only.

★★
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MyTalk Tools

Mobile  

$47.99 

(Lite version

is free but

the number

of cells is

limited) 

MyTalk

Workspace

USD$75 per

year.

Y Y Clip Art and

some photos.

Can import

your own

images in

MyTalk

Workspace.

Comes with limited

pages. MyTalk

Workspace needs to be

purchased to allow you

to design your own

pages, including

access to an Image

Library, Web Authoring

and Collaboration tools.

No message window

for sentence

construction. A cell can

be setup to pull -up the

Apple keyboard for text-

to-speech, but this

cannot be incorporated

with the symbol images

to form a sentence.

Recorded

speech.

Female

synthesised

voice only for

text-to-

speech.

★★

OneVoice  $249.99 Y Small range of

clip art

provided. User

can add own

images.

A category based App

with some limited core

vocabulary as well. Pre-

prgorammed

vocabulary represented

with clip art style

symbols. Message

window allows user to

construct sentences

using words and typing.

New categories and

new vocabulary can be

added. Easy to use and

program.

Low quality

male and

female

synthesised

speech.

★★

Proloquo2Go  $239.99 Y Y SymbolStix .

Can import

your own

images.

Full featured AAC App

with a default

vocabulary of over 7000

items, with some

language arranged

pragmatically. There is

a core vocabulary

system, a basics

section and a large

number of categories.

Every cell can be

customized and the

user has access to

SymbolStix picture

symbols as well as the

option of importing their

own photos. A

message window

allows the user to

Male, female

and child

synthesized

speech. US

and UK

accents

available.

★★★
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construct sentences by

stringing words

together. A keyboard

can be used to type for

text-to-speech and

typing can be inserted

into the message

window and added to a

sentence. Blank User

Spaces can be easily

made to construct your

own page sets.

TouchChat – AAC 

 

$189.99 

iShare

$74.99 per 6

months 

iEssence

$119.99 

WordPower

24 $189.99 

TouchChat

Windows

Editor

$59USD

Y SymbolStix .

Can import

your own

images.

Full featured AAC App

with 6 different page set

options as standard

and further page sets

available as in-app

purchases. All page

sets have a message

window, allowing users

to construct novel

sentences, and most

page sets have core

and fringe vocabulary.

Every cell can be

customized and the

user has access to

SymbolStix picture

symbols as well as

their own photos. A

keyboard can be used

to type text-to-speech

and word prediction is

also available.

Gestures can be added

to pages or page sets

as shortcuts e.g.

swiping across the

screen could clear the

message window.

Page sets can be

transferred to Saltillo’s

ChatPC devices using

TouchChat Windows

Editor. Users can

subscribe to iShare –

an online server where

you can share

customized pages with

an online community.

IShare is required to

copy page sets across

multiple devices and

Five

synthesised

voices

available.

Male, female

and child

options.

★★★
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backup custom

vocabulary. Purchase of

TouchChat Windows

Editor allows you to

create and edit pages

and page sets on your

computer. iShare is

required to transfer

pages from the Touch

Windows Editor

software to your device.

iEssence Vocabulary

and WordPower 24

available as additional

page sets for purchase.

TouchChat HD –

AAC  

$189.99 

iShare

$74.99 per 6

months 

iEssence

$119.99 

WordPower

24 $189.99 

TouchChat

Windows

Editor

$59USD

Y SymbolStix .

Can import

your own

images.

Full featured AAC App

with 6 different page set

options as standard

and further page sets

available as in-app

purchases. All page

sets have a message

window, allowing users

to construct novel

sentences, and most

page sets have core

and fringe vocabulary.

Every cell can be

customized and the

user has access to

SymbolStix picture

symbols as well as

their own photos. A

keyboard can be used

to type text-to-speech

and word prediction is

also available.

Gestures can be added

to pages or page sets

as shortcuts e.g.

swiping across the

screen could clear the

message window.

Page sets can be

transferred to Saltillo’s

ChatPC devices using

TouchChat Windows

Editor. Users can

subscribe to iShare –

an online server where

you can share

customized pages with

Five

synthesised

voices

available.

Male, female

and child

options.

★★★
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an online community.

IShare is required to

copy page sets across

multiple devices and

backup custom

vocabulary. Purchase of

TouchChat Windows

Editor allows you to

create and edit pages

and page sets on your

computer. iShare is

required to transfer

pages from the Touch

Windows Editor

software to your device.

iEssence Vocabulary

and WordPower 24

available as additional

page sets for purchase.

TouchChat HD –

AAC with

WordPower  

$349.99 

iShare

$74.99 per 6

months 

iEssence

$119.99 

TouchChat

Windows

Editor

$59USD

Y SymbolStix .

Can import

your own

images.

Full featured AAC App

with 7 different page set

options, including

WordPower 24, and

further page sets

available as in-app

purchases. All page

sets have a message

window, allowing users

to construct novel

sentences, and most

page sets have core

and fringe vocabulary.

Every cell can be

customized and the

user has access to

SymbolStix picture

symbols as well as

their own photos. A

keyboard can be used

to type text-to-speech

and word prediction is

also available.

Gestures can be added

to pages or page sets

as shortcuts e.g.

swiping across the

screen could clear the

message window.

Page sets can be

transferred to Saltillo’s

ChatPC devices using

TouchChat Windows

Editor. Users can

Five

synthesised

voices

available.

Male, female

and child

options.

★★★
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subscribe to iShare –

an online server where

you can share

customized pages with

an online community.

IShare is required to

copy page sets across

multiple devices.

Purchase of TouchChat

Windows Editor allows

you to create and edit

pages and page sets

on your computer.

iShare is required to

transfer pages from the

Touch Windows Editor

software to your device,

iEssence Vocabulary

available as additional

page set for purchase.

App Price $AUD iPhone/

iPod

touch

iPad* Symbol

System

Pre-programmed

pages and

customisation

Voice

Output/

Speech

My

Rating

Apps with Text-to Speech only

Assistive Chat  

 

$29.99 Y Y Text-to-speech App with

word prediction, and the

ability to save phrases

you have typed as

favourites. Also has the

ability to pull up a

recents list – and speak

phrases from a recent

conversation again.

Has the option of

speaking as each word

is inserted into the

message window – or

waiting until the end

when the user can

choose to speak to

whole phrase/sentence.

Can alter speech rate

as well as volume.

US English

male and

female

synthesized

speech.

★★★

Easy Speak  $2.49 Y Y Text-to-speech App with

word and phrase

prediction. The word

prediction seems to be

alphabetical rather than

based on frequency.

Choice of

four Acapela

voices –

Lucy, Peter,

Rachel and

Graham.

★★
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Word and phrase

prediction cannot

happen at the same

time. Phrases for

phrase prediction have

to be entered by the

user. User has the

ability to save words

and phrases to be used

later and the option of

building a favourites

page of four items.

Speech rate can be

adjusted.

HearIt  

 

$1.19 Y Text-to-speech App.

Text can be typed in or

pasted from another

app. Once text has been

entered it can be

spoken, SMSed (iPhone

only) or emailed (if on

WiFi). There is a

significant delay before

the App speaks each

time.

Female

synthesised

speech.

★

iMean  

 

$5.99 Y Text based App with

custom keyboards,

available in QWERTY or

ABC. The only App with

word prediction – but

the word prediction was

custom created for the

developer’s son and is

not always functional for

others and contains

some non-words such

as “whaddymacallit”.

There is no shift key to

produce capitals.

None. ★

iPhonic  

 

$1.19 Y Text-to-speech App.

Text can be typed in.

Once text has been

entered it can be

spoken and saved in a

user list. Text in

message window can

also be emailed as a

sound file.

Male and

Female low

quality

synthesised

speech. Very

poor quality

child’s voice.

★
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iSayIt  

 

$1.19 Y Simple text-to-speech

App which allows the

user to type and talk

using the pop up

keyboards built into the

iPod touch or iPhone.

Phrases/words can be

saved and spoken

again – allowing the

user to create a list of

appropriate phrases or

questions in advance or

to be used repeatedly.

One voice,

which

sounds best

as male but

can alter

pitch to

sound more

like a

female.

★

Locabulary Lite  Free Y

(location

features

won’t

work on

iPod

touch)

An interesting twist on

the other AAC Apps

available – Locabulary

Lite uses the GPS

feature in your iPhone to

track your location to

suggest appropriate

vocabulary for you e.g.

In McDonald’s .

Vocabulary is offered in

list view, with text only. A

keyboard is also

available to type into for

text-to-speech.

Male or

female

synthesized

speech

★★

My Talking Phone 

 

Free Y Simple text-to-speech

App which allows the

user to type and talk

using the popup

keyboard built into the

iPod touch or iPhone.

Pitch, variance

(intonation) and speed

can be easily modified

within the constraints of

the included voice.

One voice,

which

sounds best

as male but

can alter

pitch to

sound more

like a

female.

★

NeoPaul  Free Y Simple text-to-speech

App which allows the

user to type and talk

using the popup

keyboard built into the

iPod touch or iPhone.

Phrases or words can

be saved in a library.

Speed, pitch and

volume can be easily

modified within the

One high

quality male

voice

★★
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constraints of the

included voice.

NeoJulie  Free Y Simple text-to-speech

App which allows the

user to type and talk

using the popup

keyboard built into the

iPod touch or iPhone.

Phrases or words can

be saved in a library.

Speed, pitch and

volume can be easily

modified within the

constraints of the

included voice.

One high

quality

female voice

★★

NeoKate Free Y Simple text-to-speech

App which allows the

user to type and talk

using the popup

keyboard built into the

iPod touch or iPhone.

Phrases or words can

be saved in a library.

Speed, pitch and

volume can be easily

modified within the

constraints of the

included voice.

One high

quality

female voice

★★

Phrase Board  Free Y A simple text based App

with focused on

communication for

someone in hospital or

who is sick. The main

page has large Yes/No

buttons, a series of

phrases which focus

around

medical/physical needs

and wants and pain.

There is also a large

button which says “I’m

feeling pain” which

takes you to a page with

a diagram of a body,

descriptions of types of

pain, locations and

frequency, and a pain

level sliding scale.

None ★★
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Predictable  $199.99 Y Some limited

clip art in the

pre-stored

phrases and

ability to add

your own

images as

you add

phrases.

Full featured text-to-

speech App with word

prediction, the ability to

type text on an App-

specific QWERTY

keyboard and email it

as well as speaking it.

You can also add text to

your phrases or use the

text you have typed to do

a status update in

Facebook with a single

button press. It allows

you to save what you

have typed as a phrase

under a range of

categories, and also

pull up a history of

previous conversations.

Direct Access or Inbuilt

visual single switch

scanning using either

the iPad screen as the

switch – or the iPad

Switch Interface.

9 high quality

male and

female

voices, with

Australian,

UK and US

accents.

★★★

Speak!  $1.19 Y Simple text-to-speech

App which allows the

user to type and talk

using the popup

keyboard built into the

iPod touch or iPhone.

Recent speech is saved

in a history list and 50

famous quotes can

also be loaded into the

history list.

One male

voice

★

SpeakIt!  

 

$2.49 Y Y Simple text-to-speech

App which allows the

user to type and talk

using the pop up

keyboards built into the

iPod touch, iPhone or

iPad. Phrases/words

can be saved and

spoken again –

allowing the user to

create a list of

appropriate phrases or

questions in advance or

to be used repeatedly.

Male and

female

synthesized

speech. US

and UK

accents

available.

Additional

voices can

be

purchased in

some other

languages.

★★
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Audio files can also be

created and saved or

emailed to someone

else. The iPad version

offers a nice big

keyboard but has some

of the phrase functions

unavailable. Font size

can be altered and

words are highlighted

as they are read.

SynthSpeech

Text to Speech  

$2.49 Y Text-to-speech App.

Text can be typed in or

pasted from another

app. Once text has been

entered it can be

spoken. There can be a

significant delay before

the App speaks with

some voices.

5 different

voices, male

and female

★

Talk Assist  

 

Free Y Simple text-to-speech

App which also lets you

pull up your history of

recent

phrases/sentences and

speak them again.

Male

synthesized

speech

★★

Talk to Me – Text

to Speech  

$2.49 Y Simple text-to-speech

App which also lets you

save sentences or

conversations as audio

files and replay them

later.

Male and

female

voices

★

Talking Text  $1.19 Y Simple text-to-speech

App which has a

custom QWERTY

keyboard. Each key

makes a noise as it is

pressed.

Female

voice

★

Text2Speech  

$1.19 Y Y Simple text-to-speech

App which also lets you

type in a URL and have

a website read out to

you. Requires internet

connection to speak.

11 different

voices

available,

male and

female.

★

Text To Speech $1.19 Y Simple text-to-speech Male and ★
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Plus (TTS)  

 

App which also lets you

save sentences or

conversations as audio

files and replay them

later or email them to

others as audio files.

female voice.

TextTo Speech  $1.19 Y Simple text-to-speech

App which also lets you

speak sentences or

email them as audio

files to others.

Male voice ★

Please note: the prices and links in this list are for the Australian iTunes Store.

AAC Apps list compiled by Jane Farrall jane@spectronicsinoz.com

Current version 23rd January 2011. List located at http://www.spectronicsinoz.com/article/iphoneipad-apps-for-aac

#The rating of these AAC Apps takes into consideration the following factors:

Symbol based systems

Ability to customise and add cells with images and text;

Ability to organise vocabulary into a multilevel system;

Presence of good quality pre-programmed page sets, preferably based on a core vocabulary;

Availability of additional page sets;

Symbol library available – preferably standardised;

Ability to sequence language in a message window;

Ability to add text/symbols to message window;

Alternative access options;

Quality and choice of voice or ability to record speech;

Ease of programming;

Support with programming issues;

Flexibility and options in navigating between pages;

Possibility of creating your own multi-level and multi-page page sets;

Ability to alter settings through all access methods;

Ability to import your own images;

Images can be supported with text

Text to speech systems

Choice of keyboard display

Word prediction

Ability to save text for future conversations and/or display history of conversations for easy retrieval
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Message window options e.g. speak word, speak whole sentence etc

Ability to edit text in Message Window

Alternative access options

Quality and choice of voice

Ability to alter settings through all access methods

Ease of use/programming

Support with programming issues

*Many of the iPhone/iPod touch emails will run on the iPad but run at iPhone size on the larger screen. Most of these can be

expanded to double size to fill the whole iPad screen but the program may be distorted when run at double size.
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